
 

Staplex SU-100N Ultra Heavy Capacity Electric Stapler
[staplex SU-100N]

 Your Price: $995.00
 

Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the link
to view the latest information: Staplex SU-100N Ultra Heavy
Capacity Electric Stapler

The Staplex Model SU-100N Ultra Heavy Capacity Electric Stapler makes heavy-duty table-top binding
affordable to everyone! 500% faster than any other way to staple or bind! Saves time, money and
effort! Solid state electronics, direct-drive solenoid, durable cast aluminum housing and all steel staple
mechanism are designed for rugged use - day after day, year after year.

Model SU-100N eliminates fatigued hands caused by conventional manual staplers.

Great for all heavy capacity stapling - in office, print shop and reprographics areas, packaging and
shipping department. Staple paper, corrugated, plastic, cardboard, cloth or virtually anything.

Use Model SU-100N for reports, documents computer and laser printouts, booklets from pads, coupon
and checkbooks, legal, tax and accounting documents and much, much more. Wide opening, dual
adjustable backstops and electronic foot switch assure fast, accurate, neat staple positioning. Put a
Staplex SU-100N to work for you today. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Features

Staple up to 120 sheets of 20 lb. paper at the tap of a foot switch.
Re-loads in seconds with five sizes of staples - 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8" and 11/16"
Direct-Drive solenoid for tight, positive clinch
Long 4" (10.2 cm) throat depth
"Hi-Low" rotary switch to adjust stapling impact
Dual adjustable locking left and right backstops with safety microswitches for stapling close to
side edges and for super neat stapling.
Completely portable - no mounting, sets on desk, table, bench and easy to use.
Jam-Proof all steel staple mechanism
Staple loading: 100 staples per loading
Weight: 31 pounds
Made in U.S.A
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Specifications

          Maximum Paper Size 8.5 inches
Construction Metal
Binds Books Up To None inches
Warranty 1 Year
Power 110-125 VAC
Size 10 1/2"W x 10 1/4" D
Shipping Weight 31 Pounds
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